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We all know the basic story. We have two people to 
thank for initially getting SAE started at the University 
of Nebraska, Arthur J. Tuttle and Lola Paddock. 
The year was 1893, and Miss Paddock was a young 
Nebraska coed widely regarded by her peers and 
befriended by many. One of her close friends was the 
industrious and aforementioned Arthur Tuttle, an  
SAE at the University of Michigan (Michigan Iota-Beta)  
and who later in life became a prominent U.S. District 
Court Judge for the Eastern District of Michigan.  
Lola, a former Michigan student herself, wrote Arthur  
with the idea of starting a new SAE chapter at 
Nebraska. Tuttle liked the suggestion, and contacted 
the Nebraska student Paddock recommended, Willard 
P. Bross, better known as “Perry” on campus (even 
though Tuttle likely new Bross and his close friends 
had previously rejected an invitation to start a Sigma 
Nu Chapter). Bross liked the idea Arthur Tuttle 
presented and reached out to his friends, and issued 
them an invitation to start an SAE Chapter. The  
8 “agreeable and desirable fellows” (Bross, Clarence 
E. Tefft, Ernest H. Haughton, Willits H. Sawyer, 
Charles F. Gund, George H. Avery, Frank B. Hadley 
and Eugene O. Pace) were initiated on May 26th and 
celebrated the first Founder’s Day in Tefft’s room.  
The name Nebraska Lambda Pi was chosen to honor 
the lady behind it all, as the initials “LP” were those  
of Lola Paddock. 

A search through University yearbooks, the SAE 
Record and public records prove time and again, that 
these first SAE young men were quite the campus 
leaders. From Pace as quarterback of the football team,  
to Haughton who was a founding member of the 
glee club, these men were deeply involved in college  
life. In coming issues of the 635Post, we’ll explore 
and share more about these young men, and unveil  

surprising facts about the level of their leadership. We’ll  
also reveal plans of how we’ll honor them, and every 
SAE generation, in our home at 635 North 16th Street 
in the future.

Our Homes
As time passes, history can sometimes become clouded 
or lost. Small facts, special days, and important dates 
can become distant memories. As we embark on this 
next phase of our history, it seems appropriate that  
we not let another day pass without getting some 
important facts secured. While we continue to research 
the background of the young men that founded our 
Chapter, we want to get started telling the story of those  
places we’ve called home. 
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continued on page 2

We hope you’ll enjoy this expanded issue of the 635 Post. As many of you know, we  
have been working diligently on plans for a major renovation of the House. In these  
pages, you’ll find information on that process and on the fundraising campaign. 



Before there was a 635, there was a 2525, 307 and a 229
Amazing really when you think about it, our Chapter has enjoyed continuous 
existence in a permanent location since the date of its founding. Not many 
fraternities can lay claim to this fact after 120 years.

Moving In and Moving Up
The men of SAE were small in numbers on the University of Nebraska campus 
in 1893. Small numbers, however, did not translate into small thinking. Not 
long after the organization was chartered, the brothers secured lodging in a 
big, new and beautiful house that technically became the first Chapter House. 
Oddly enough, one or more of the men may have been living at this location 
as boarders already. The fact is that in the early days of the University there 
was virtually no student housing, so most students lived in local boarding 
houses, carriage houses or small apartments. There is a very early reference 
in a Cornhusker Yearbook that indicates SAE was “never without a home.” 
While many have believed that SAE had two houses before arriving at 635, 
our research indicates there were actually three previous locations. The first 
location (which still stands today) at 2525 ‘N’ Street was a two-and-one-half  
story, wood-frame, Queen Anne style residence built in 1889 by William 
Murphy and his wife Sydney. It is uncertain whether the Murphy’s lived in the 
home briefly or took on boarders but for a period of time between 1893 and 
1899, our young Chapter called this home. This information is confirmed based 
on a photograph of the house on the SAE Page of the 1899 Yearbook and a 
quote in the December, 1893, Record “We have some fine rooms in the center 
of the city, convenient to the University and to the libraries, and have them 
pretty well furnished up.” Many years later, the home was owned and used as 
an office by Bob Northrup (NELP ’70) and his wife Vicki. In fact, they can be 
credited for securing a place for this house on the National Registry of Historic 
places. Its current use is as an office for a Lincoln Law firm.

CHAPTER NEWS
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2525 N Street, 1899

The men of Nebraska Lambda Pi, 1898
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Our Second Home
The next move took SAE to 307 North 24th Street. Although a bit far 
from campus, it was grand in size and style. The Victorian house was a true 
product of its time, the Industrial Revolution. Its sturdy frame included 
subtle ornamentation, two-story pillars and a large, rounded porch. SAE 
called this great house home from 1889 to 1912, and although few photos 
of life inside the house exist, one can certainly imagine that these young 
campus leaders must have enjoyed the camaraderie of living and learning 
together—just as each subsequent generation has taken a similar path. 

Our Third Home
The first decade of the 20th century saw more and more students moving to 
campus. Enrollment at Nebraska increased by a third. By 1909, nearly 4,000 
students were attending school at the University. Reflecting the changing 
times, the SAE’s made a little change as well. Moving the Chapter closer to 
campus, the SAE’s took residence in a 2½ story home at 229 North 17th 
Street in 1912. The House was home sweet home for the brothers for nearly 
two decades, until a final move was made in 1928. Photos of the time show 
the House to be an active place full of fellowship and fun. Years later, in what 
some may consider a fitting bit of irony, the land where the house stood 
appears to be just behind an establishment once frequented by an occasional 
SAE, the old Herms Liquor Store which today is a bar called, The Bar. 
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229 North 17th Street, 1914

307 North 24th Street, 1899 

The men of Nebraska Lambda Pi, 1911

The men of Nebraska Lambda Pi, 1912

Looks like moving day
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Our Landmark 635
As it had in the first decade of the 20th century, the University experienced a 
rapid growth of students in the postwar years of the 1920s. Keeping up with 
that growth was crucial to the survival and continued health of Lambda Pi. 
The house at 229 North 17th Street was a good home for generations of SAE’s, 
but members and alumni knew we could do even better. In 1927, the House 
Corporation approved the purchase of a coveted plot of land. The bold move 
would literally put SAE on the map in what would become the heart of Greek 
row. The land, a tract called Little & Alexander’s Subdivision of Lot 18 (Lot A 
and Lot B except the west 35 feet) was purchased for $12,500. The address 
given to the House is a number familiar to us all now, 635 North 16th Street. 

The next decision by the House Corporation, the choice of architect, has proven 
to be judicious. The Fraternity hired J. B. Miller and Fritz Craig, the most 
prolific designers of NU fraternities and sororities. During their career, the pair 
would design 10 Greek houses on the Nebraska campus. Ernest Rokahr & Sons 
Construction was hired as the builder (Rokahr constructed four Miller & Craig 
buildings). Ernest’s son Jack Rokahr would later become an SAE (NELP ’44).  
A building permit was issued on October 21, 1927 with the cost of construction 
totaling $35,000.
 
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity House was initially built to accommodate 
28 brothers and was ready for members to move in during the 1928 school year. 
The House looked every bit the picture of what it does today (only smaller). 
Called a brilliant example of the Tudor Style, the house stood 2½ stories tall, 
just as it does today. The brick structure was the most ornately decorated of 
Miller & Craig’s 10 Greek house designs and boasts accents that please the eye 
of casual observers and architects alike. Included are five bays on the principal 
(east) façade. The House has a centered entrance but an asymmetrical feel  
due to the addition of a pair of facade gables (a gable is a section of a building’s 
outside wall that is shaped like a triangle and formed by two sections of the 
roof sloping down). The lower gable is richly ornamented and includes a row 
of decorative masks on the lintel beam, a pierced and carved verge board and 
half-timbering with diaper-patterned brick infill. The taller gable extends the 
south view and ascends nearly to the ridge of the main roof, with half timbering 
above the second floor sill level, in-filled with stucco. 

In 1939, after a decade of use by members, the House underwent its first 
renovation with the addition of the card and trophy rooms. The construction 
and remodeling were painstakingly directed by architect Bruce Hazen in an 
effort to match the original construction. Plumbing and electrical work were 
also done at this time. Total cost of the project was $16,000.

Past, Present and a Peek at  
our Future continued 

635 North 16th Street, circa 1928 

Original architectural rendering, 1927

The House in 2013
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A second major initiative was launched by a committee of alumni and 
undergraduates in 1966-67. This renovation was done to keep the House 
competitive with other leading fraternities on campus. Two years of careful 
planning went into the building and funding aspects of the much-needed 
project. The result was an ambitious plan that included a major addition and 
renovation. The new construction added approximately 8400 square feet to 
the existing House and included the second living room, library, tube room, 
additional space on the second and third floors, the removal of the open air 
sleeping dorms with conversion to all two and three man rooms and new 
bathrooms. This brought the house capacity to 93 men. Funded by alumni 
donations, the estimated cost of the renovation was $245,000 along with 
another $25,000 for the furnishings. The addition was designed by James 
Haberlan, with additional work and interiors done by Deon Bahr (NELP ’61). 
Kingery Construction under the direction of Wayne Kingery (NELP ’46) and 
Jim Beard (NELP ’47) was the builder on the project. Eames Irvin (NELP ’50) 
and Tom Ludwick (NELP ’51) spearheaded the fundraising. 

In 1975-76, it was time for the outside of the House to receive attention. This 
project was spearheaded by Deon Bahr (NELP ‘61) who renovated the patio 
area and made a number of site improvements, including converting the former 
parking lot (it held 12 cars, 4 across and 3 deep) into a courtyard. Several years 
later, the family of Dave Pfeifer (NELP ’77) planted a tree in the center of the 
courtyard in his memory. Today that tree thrives and covers the patio in shade 
from the hot summer sun. The barbeque pit was the handy work of Active 
Brother’s in 1979. 

SAE’s hang out in the trophy room, 1947

SAE’s living their hoop dreams, circa 1962

Did You Know?

Prior to the addition of 1968, the archways 
on each side of the fireplace had French 
doors that led to a basketball court.

Relaxing in the courtyard  
under the tree that was planted  

in memory of Dave Pfeifer



635 Today
Today, some 85 years after the last brick was laid and the first class of members 
moved into our home, the House at 635 serves as a lasting symbol for all SAE’s 
and has recently been awarded Historic landmark status as part of Greek Row. 
It is a remarkable feat when one considers how many brothers have called this 
place home. Since the time when Herbert Hoover was President, thousands of 
young men have lived their college years under this same roof. It’s difficult to 
imagine another residence having seen and endured more and with such grace. 
Like the SAE’s before them, active members and alumni today continue to step 
up to ensure the House will be a place of prominence on the Nebraska campus 
for many generations to come. We are all caretakers of this special place and 
of our legacy on the UNL Campus, and we are proud to do what we can to 
perpetuate the rich heritage we have all enjoyed. 

One promise to all that have called 635 Home; during the renovation process, 
we will preserve our great history and incorporate it even further into the 
fabric of the House.

A Closer Look
The SAE House at 635 North 16th Street is filled with many architectural 
nuances, treasures and artifacts. Many are easy to take for granted or go 
unnoticed. A few are detailed below:

The Tube Room
Remodeled and built into platforms in 1974 (that remained into the early 
1990s) the Tube Room’s tiered design was the work of Deon Bahr (NELP ’61). 
The ABC Sports Banner was given to the House in 1975 from Don Bernstein, 
an SAE alumnus and producer for ABC Sports.

The Sheepskin

Sheepskins were often wagered between SAE chapters on the outcomes of 
football games. The sheepskin hanging in the Trophy Room is courtesy of SAE’s  
from the University of Oklahoma (Oklahoma Kappa). The game was a memorable  
one, played in the national spotlight one day after President John F. Kennedy 
was assassinated. SAE Dennis Claridge (NELP ’64) was quarterback and scored 
a touchdown. Claridge was team captain and a two-time first-team All-Big 
Eight quarterback. 

Past, Present and a Peek at  
our Future continued 
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The Coat-of-Arms
This hand carved coat of arms was one of only two created and is the only 
remaining original. It came to us in 1948 after Brother Bill Norton (NELP ‘49) 
approached a craftsman by the name of D.W. McFadden in his hometown of 
Osceola. Rumor has it that it was carved with a pen-knife and nail (if not true 
it sure makes for a great story).

Fireplace Paneling 
The paneling was added around the fireplace in 1993 as a gift to the Fraternity 
from Bob Northrup (NELP ‘70, in memory of his father, Patton Northrup 
(NELP ’33).

Front Lights
The lights in front of the House burn in memory of Daniel Carr (NELP ’67).  
In 1968, Dan made the ultimate sacrifice for his country when he was killed in 
action during the Vietnam War. 
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The Legacy of Generations
We all come to the Fraternity down a variety of paths. We become a member, 
build brotherhood, develop friendships and pass through the halls each day, and 
then realize ultimately, that like every generation before us, we are caretakers 
of an important legacy. During our college days, it seems the experience of 
living and working together will go on indefinitely. Yet as we each creep closer 
and closer to graduation, reality sets in and the perspective changes, and we 
realize the importance and responsibility with which we were entrusted.

My path (like that of my younger brother Matt, who is a member of the fall 
2013 pledge class) to SAE was a subtle idea planted early in childhood by our 
father, Stewart Gaebler (NELP ’84). I first recall hearing a funny configuration 
of names and letters in a language I didn’t really understand …Sigma this and 
Pi that but with little to no concept of what my father, mother, grandfather, 
uncle, aunt were really talking about. I certainly never realized the meaning 
those conversations would take on later in life. So unbeknownst to me, with 
each conversation or trip to Lincoln, when we might stop by this big old house 
where we were told “your Dad once lived,” the seed was being planted. 

As young as I can remember, I recall story after story of my Dad’s experience 
in SAE (many of which, I suspect now were filtered for youthful ears) and 
how important these and many other experiences were to him. I remember 
many of the names, the nicknames and the laughter he shared. So, while the 
names and faces of each generation change, some things also remain strikingly 
familiar. Today, I walk the halls of SAE and hear names like Pheifer, Fordham, 
Moline, Kutilek, Caniglia… and realize those names have walked these halls  
before. As conversations turn amongst us you’ll often hear; my father was 
here when your father was here. My Mom was a little sister, my Uncle was 
in the Chapter with him…. It’s then that you come to realize just how many 
men today found a path to SAE, or Greek life in general, not dissimilar from 
my own. While the faces may have changed a bit—the names often find 
themselves being repeated. This is an honor and responsibility. For each of 
us it’s not only the responsibility to honor the values of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
and the brothers that came before us, but we also must assume the extra 
responsibility and accountability we have to our immediate family members 
who took care during their time here to ensure the opportunity for each of us.

Like many of my peers, I now understand that the significance of brotherhood 
in Sigma Alpha Epsilon is far greater than what I even comprehended just 
three plus years ago. I also realize, as I come closer to turning the gavel over 
to the next Eminent Archon, donning a cap and gown for graduation, and 
stepping outside the security of 635 North 16th Street, that the importance of 
SAE in my life is not ending, it’s really just beginning!

CHAPTER NEWS

Scott Gaebler
Eminent Archon 2013, Class of 2014

Stewart, Scott and Matt Gaebler, 2005

Stewart, Scott and Matt Gaebler, 2013
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Read more about activities and accomplishments 
of the active chapter at www.sae635.org. Where 
you’ll find news on:

Chapter achieves spring 2013 grade point average of 3.28 
with over 100 men in their ranks

Do It Sober marks 31 years as a leading campus program

Chapter pledges 32 new men. Get a look at these bright 
new faces that have joined the SAE ranks

Campaign Giving and Recognition Program

 

WWW.SAE635.COM

2013 Pledge Class 

Henry Aufdenkamp

Christian Boehm

Ryan Carstenson

Peter DeWald

Pierce Edman

Austin Evans

Matt Gaebler

Kale Golden

Brandon Hahn

Connor Hula

Luke Johnson

Cory Keegan

Connor Keim

Nick Kirklin

Hank Kutilek

Kirby LeBlanc

Jeff Lenihan

NateMcGovern

Jack Moylan

Nick Neisius

Tyler Pals

Jordan Peet

Carrick Perlinger

Alec Price

Thomas Prinz

Evan Ramsey

Jake Sievers

Connor Sobraske

Evan Thibault

Austin Underwood

Ty Wiley

Ben Witt
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Whether the calendar read 1930, 1950, 1980 or 2000 
during your college days, the number 635 brings 
something similar to mind for brothers of every 
SAE generation.

Since 1928, the House at 635 North 16th Street has 
been our constant. As names and fashions come and 
go, and as generation after generation walk the halls 
and fill the living room with laughter, it remains a 
home to men of high standards as well as the focus 
of times that shape the character of young men, 
impacting the rest of our lives. 

Our House, now a historically recognized landmark, 
is well maintained and in good structural condition. 
However, it has been 45 years since the last major 
renovation and wear and tear has had impact. Along  
with new fire safety requirements, our home needs 
some significant attention to ensure the best living 
environment for current and future brothers.

To address these growing needs, the House Corporation 
and Chapter have launched a $2 million Capital 
Campaign to fund a comprehensive renovation. 

More than 18 months ago, efforts began to identify 
the fundraising goal, and create the operations 
infrastructure and processes required to manage a 
campaign and renovation. A team from the House 
Corporation along with a group of alumni, created 
a 12-page line item document that addresses every 
aspect of the House including structural, electrical, 
plumbing, appliances, room space, fire safety, 
cosmetic needs and more. In addition, the team 
studied renovations of other UNL Greek houses 
and SAE chapter houses in an effort to maximize 
planning and potential results. This document  
and the physical structure were then reviewed 
and evaluated by independent building and design 
professionals to help identify the total projected 
renovation costs and the fundraising goal. 
 
When completed, the renovation will not only 
enhance the safety of our members, it will support 
and enhance learning and member interaction.  
 

 

Capital Campaign 
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the plan
 
The strategy established for the fundraising 
campaign and renovation has been divided into 
four phases. The first phase has been completed 
and we have recently begun Phase II.  
 
The four phases are:

phase i: Research & Development
•	Coordinated physical plant study
•	Developed formal Campaign strategy
•	Created distinctive Lambda Pi & Campaign 

brand identities
•	Secured Historic Landmark status for  

the House
•	Secured Chapter Allocation Fund for Gift 

Management through the SAE Foundation
•	 Implemented membership record database
•	Developed chapter website (sae635.org)
•	Updated and renewed alumni newsletter 
•	Established Founders Day and  

Homecoming events

phase ii: lead gift procurement
•	Raise approximately ½ of project goal
•	Cultivation of lead and major gifts 
•	Secure Campaign support from 100% of 

House Corporation and Active Chapter 
members (completed)

•	Begin cultivating potential Class Captains 

phase iii: Full member Campaign 

•	 Implement Class Captain program
•	Cultivation of gifts from all members
•	Begin architectural design
•	Reach fundraising goal

phase iV: Construction
•	Renovate our home
•	Celebrate re-grand opening

Alumni can be confident the renovation will 
maintain the beauty, integrity and traditions of the 
House we all know and love. We are committed 
to working in a strict, business-like fashion and as 
such, will not begin architectural drawings, bidding 
or other building processes until nearly half of the 
projected costs are raised. The renovation itself will 
not commence until the complete fundraising goal 
is clearly within reach and known to be attainable. 
Several other fraternities and sororities on campus 
started their projects on a false financial promise 
and the result severely limited their final results. Our  
House, its history and beauty deserve our fullest 
attention to detail, and to do so requires a plan that 
ensures all needs and costs can be met. 

During the renovation project our undergraduate 
brothers will live together either on a dorm floor 
secured through the University or in a vacant 
fraternity or sorority house. Ideally the renovation 
would commence in May of 2015 and be complete 
by January 2016, but this is all dependent on 
fundraising results. The project must be complete  
by 2017 to meet fire code regulations. Unlike 
several Greek houses that have moved toward suite 
or small apartment style living, SAE will remain 
true to it’s core with independent living spaces that 
house two and three men in each room.  
 
It is believed and supported by the current Active 
Chapter that moving toward a suite environment 
will significantly alter the communication and 
interaction of our members. As stated by more than 
one current member, “we have an entire house  
and it’s important we live together in it. There will 
be plenty of time for apartments in our future.”  

WWW.SAE635.COM

we are here
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While we are currently in Phase II of the Campaign 
with a focus on procuring lead gifts, all gifts are 
welcome and appreciated at any time. If you would 
like to make a pledge commitment, and if you  
are interested in becoming involved directly in the  
fundraising process itself, we would welcome 
hearing from you. Raising $2 million dollars is no 
small task, but our membership is vast and the 
opportunity to make a difference for many years to 
come is significant. Please feel free to contact us  
at www.sae635.org and a member of the Campaign 
operations team will follow up with you.

Campaign Fundraising Committee
Scott Tollefsen, House Corp. President, ‘95

Tom Sonderegger, Chapter Advisor, ‘03

Dave McBride, Alumni Assoc. Secretary, ‘74

Bill Barna, ‘84

Jack Campbell, ‘50

Bob Cummings, ‘83

Matt Firestone, ‘00

Dick Holman, ‘69

Steve Kutilek, ‘85

Alec Lowery, ‘13

Joel Long, ‘84

Neil Powell, ‘76

Mike Sophir, ‘85

Dave Sundberg, ‘62

Chad Vhylidal, ‘94

Lane White, ‘08

If you’ve never thought about giving to the 
Fraternity, we hope you might consider it now. One 
of the challenges of providing financial support to 
a local fraternity chapter is that donations to the 
physical plant are typically not tax deductible except 
for areas of the house that specifically support 
academic pursuits. This is what led the Lambda Pi 
House Corporation to establish a Chapter Allocation 

Fund through the SAE Foundation and to secure 
historic landmark status as part of Greek Row, which 
is part of the National Register of Historic Places. In 
so doing, nearly all areas of the renovation project 
qualify for 100% tax deductible giving. Any 
portion of the facility that does not fall under these 
two sets of guidelines, relative to the renovation, will 
be financed separately (i.e., some areas of carpeting, 
window coverings, common area furniture, etc.). 
So while the Fraternity may not have been an 
option for your giving focus in the past, we hope 
you’ll consider SAE a viable option now and in the 
future. Both of these programs not only support the 
immediate renovation project but also allow for tax-
deductible support of our home well into the future.

A full description and copy of the SAE635 Campaign 
Giving program and opportunities is included herein. 
The format of the Campaign is based on a three-year 
pledge commitment model. This allows each and every  
brother to determine a preferred contribution method.  
Some may consider a single outright gift, while others  
may prefer to contribute over the course of one, two 
or three years and others yet, a monthly credit card 
billing. We hope this structure will provide everyone 
the flexibility and opportunity to contribute in a 
manner that best suits your own preferences.
 
Please take a moment, step back in time and consider 
a gift to ensure the future of SAE and our home at 
635 North 16th Street. We understand that every 
brother has priorities and commitments to family and 
life that come first, so we appreciate any support you 
are willing to provide. Many, many generations of 
brothers have acknowledged the rewards, friendships 
and life experiences SAE created. More than one of us  
has stated, “I’ll never be able to repay SAE for all I  
learned and experienced.” Maybe now is that opportunity. 
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giVing OppORtunities
tax Deductible giving Opportunities  
and Recognition
The Campaign will recognize cumulative giving 
from all participating individuals. To provide the 
greatest opportunity for involvement in supporting 
the renovation project and the future of our Home, 
we can accept single one-time gifts or create formal 
pledges to be met over a one, two or three year 
period beginning in 2013 and concluding on or 
before December 31, 2015.

Note: The above gift schedule can be customized on an 
individual basis as needed. For details or questions in this 
regard please contact Mike Sophir at mike@sae635.org.

To ensure all areas of the House offer 100% tax-
deductible giving opportunities, we have secured 
Historic Landmark status through the city of Lincoln 
and as part of the Historic status conferred on Greek 
Row. We have also established a Chapter Allocation 
Fund (CAF) through the Sigma Alpha Foundation, 
which specifically supports library, academic areas and 
resources of the House.

Naming opportunities are described in each of the 
applicable giving levels and will be awarded based 
on the level of giving, timing of the gift commitment 
and completion. At the Leader and Hero Levels 
more than one individual may be recognized with a 
plaque for rooms on the 2nd and 3rd floors. At the 
Legend or Icon Levels, all naming opportunities are 
exclusive to the individual donor. 

Upon the completion of the renovation, the second 
living room will become an extension of the current 
library and will be filled with pictures, memorabilia 
and recognition of the generations of men that have 
lived at 635 North 16th Street. Henceforth, the 
room will be known as the Founders Library, and 
where those individuals supporting the Campaign 
will be formally recognized in perpetuity. 

sae635 Campaign OVeRView
the Chapter:
Founded May 26, 1893

the house:
Built in 1928

1968 last Renovation:
More than 45 classes have passed through the 
halls since then, and while the physical plant 
now requires updating, it is in remarkably good 
condition structurally.

Fundraising goal:
$2 million
•	Goal 1: $1 million to SAE Foundation  

for academic space
•	Goal 2: $1 million to NU Foundation  

for historic preservation

how Fundraising goal was identified:
House Corporation representatives created an 
extensive line item plan addressing all structural 
and cosmetic aspects of the Chapter House. 
The plan was independently evaluated by a 
variety of building professionals to reach a total 
projected cost.

Renovation plan:
•	An updated appearance and resources that 

maintain architectural integrity
•	A physically safe and healthy fraternity living 

environment
•	Updates to all current fire codes including 

interior sprinklers
•	Updated electrical work, air-conditioning  

and heating
•	Living space that supports:
 – Academic excellence
 – Communication
 – Social interaction
 – Learning 
•	A renovation that exceeds the quality of other 

recently renovated facilities

WWW.SAE635.COM
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giVing & ReCOgnitiOn pROgRam

$100,000 - $250,000 iCOn 
•	Exclusive naming opportunity of any 

common living space or a room on 2nd or 
3rd floor

•	Feature story in the print and/or enews 
publications

•	Photo and listing by category in the print 
and/or enews publications

•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 
featured in the Founders Library 

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

•	Recognition as a Foundation Fellow of the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation Founder 
Member program

$50,000 - $99,999 legenD 
•	Exclusive naming opportunity of a room 

on 2nd or 3rd floor

•	General story in the print and/or enews 
publications

•	Photo and listing by category in the print 
and/or enews publications

•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 
featured in the Founders Library

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

•	Recognition in the Rudolf or McKinley 
Society of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Foundation Founder Member program

$25,000 - $49,999 heRO 
•	Priority naming opportunity of a room on 

2nd or 3rd floor 

•	Photo and listing by category in the print 
and/or enews publications

•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 
featured in the Founders Library

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

•	Recognition in the DeVotie Society of the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation Founder 
Member program

$10,000 - $24,999 leaDeR 
•	Naming opportunity of a room on 2nd or 

3rd floor 

•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 
featured in the Founders Library

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

•	Recognition in the Nippert Society of the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation Founder 
Member program

$5,000 - $9,999 BeneFaCtOR 
•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 

featured in the Founders Library

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

•	Recognition in the Bunting Society of the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation Founder 
Member program

$1,000 - $4,999 COntRiButOR 
•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 

featured in the Founders Library

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

•	Recognition as a Founder Member of the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation

$100 - $635 aCtiVe 
(Undergraduate Program)

•	Contributions of $635-$999 will be 
recognized as members of the “635 Club” 

•	Listing by category on the Campaign wall 
featured in the Founders Library

•	Listing on the website Campaign 
contributor’s page

Note: Once Goal 1 is achieved, the Giving Program 
Recognition and Pledge Form will be revised to 
reflect the shift from the SAE Foundation to the 
NU Foundation including associated benefits.
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DOnatiOn & pleDge FORm:
single gift or three-Year pledge payment: 
This plan is designed to offer options and flexibility 
for your personal giving goals. Payments can be 
made at anytime throughout the year or on a 
planned schedule. Multiple-year pledge donors will 
receive pledge reminders from the SAE Foundation 
each year. The SAE Foundation will provide you 
with a gift receipt for your tax records after the end 
of the year.

stock gift:
The donor of appreciated securities to a 501(c)(3) 
will not ordinarily be subject to a capital gains tax on 
the appreciated value of the gift. Please consult a tax 
advisor for potential significant tax advantages. To 
make a gift of securities, to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 

Foundation and directed to the Nebraska Lambda Pi 
CAF, please contact Jason Andrick with the Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon Foundation at (800) 233-1856,  
ext. 221 or jandrick@sae.net

matching gift:
If your employer offers a matching gift program, you 
may be able to double your contribution to the Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon Foundation. Please include a matching 
gift form with your pledge form.

planned giving:
If you are interested in considering a bequest, private 
consultation for these giving opportunities can be 
arranged. For more information please contact us at 
info@SAE635.org. 

payment procedure:
Upon receipt of your payment by the SAE Foundation it will be deposited in the Nebraska Lambda Pi Chapter 
Allocation Fund (CAF) number 3886. You will receive a letter of acknowledgement at the time of your gift  
and a formal receipt from the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation at the end of the year acknowledging your  
tax-deductible gift. Your gift will also be recorded by the Nebraska Lambda Pi Alumni Association to ensure full 
gift recognition and participation in the SAE635 Campaign. Mail or email a copy of this form and payments to:

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation
Nebraska Lambda Pi CAF 3886
1856 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60201-3837 or  
by email to: jandrick@sae.net

Note: A copy of your pledge form and all payments will 
be sent by the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation, to the 
Nebraska Lambda Pi House Corporation, where the 
information will be recorded to ensure recognition of 
your support. 
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paYment inFORmatiOn:
Checks payable to:  

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation

memo:   

NELP CAF Number: 3886

Credit Card:

1. q Visa      q MasterCard      q American Express      q Discover

2. First pledge payment of $ ________________________________

3. Or Monthly payments of $ ______________ for _______ months

4. Or One-time charge of $ _________________________________

Card Number: ___________________________________ Expiration Date: ____________

Card Holders Name: _________________________________________________________

Card Holders Signature: ______________________________________________________

gift processing information:

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: __________________

Initiation Year: _______________________ Graduation Year: ______________________

Preferred Address: __________________________________________________________

City: ______________________________ State: ______________ Zip Code: __________

Home Phone: ______________ Work Phone: ______________ Mobile: ______________

E-mail Address: _____________________________________________________________

Signature: _________________________________________________________________

q I would like to designate my gift to the campaign:

In memory of: _____________________________________________________________

In honor of:  ______________________________________________________________

Class/Family Gift:  _________________________________________________________
☐
Anonymous:  _____________________________________________________________



COmmitment:
i commit and/or pledge and agree to pay the: sigma alpha epsilon  

Foundation, the sum of: $____________ in equal annual installments  

according to the following schedule.

Amount Year I: $__________________________  Date: _________, _____

Amount Year 2: $__________________________  Date: _________, _____

Amount Year 3: $__________________________  Date: _________, _____

Mail to: Sigma Alpha Epsilon Foundation, Nebraska Lambda Pi CAF 
1856 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60201-3837
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EvENTS

Our Homecoming 2013
Just as the Huskers toppled Illinois, Brothers of every generation began arriving. 
We heard stories from the 40s, 50s, 60s and 70s. We reminisced with those 
from the 80s and 90s and those of more recent generations as well, all hosted 
by today’s Active Chapter and pledges. Two years ago, a commitment was made 
to return Homecoming to it’s true purpose and to draw our brothers, their 
families and friends, as well as parents of today’s undergraduates, back home to 
635 North 16th Street. Why spend the afternoon at a tailgate in a parking lot 
when you can do it at your own house? So with special liquor permit in hand, 
a full spread of food prepared by the House Cook (Smitty) and House Mother 
Sue, and great execution by Alumni Relations Chairman Pete McGinnis (NELP 
’14)—more than 100 men and their families spent the afternoon together 
celebrating. Bob (Kermit) Cummings (NELP ’83) writes: “The idea of publicizing 
to alumni and inviting them back for Homecoming is well worth it. As you 
know, we are all fired up when we graduate. But, we move away and don’t 
see the House or the brothers for a few years or a few decades. At some point, 
we want to connect back to those college days. We were coming to the Illinois 
game this year for our daughter to experience a real game day atmosphere 
before she graduated from college in Chicago. It was perfect timing for the SAE 
event!” Others said, “please tell us your going to keep this going each year.” You 
bet we are—so if you missed the festivities this year, stay tuned for information 
this spring on Homecoming 2014 and your opportunity to make plans to come 
back Home.
 
 
 
 
 

Our Founders’ Day, Friday, March 7, 2014 
In the Record of March 1894, Brother W. Perry Bross writes “We are going to  
celebrate Founders’ Day appropriately and shall give a reception to our Greek  
sisters.”  That was nearly 120 years ago, and the tradition of marking Founders’ 
Day carries on. This coming year, for the first time in many years we’ll mark 
the occasion on a Friday evening. Event attendance and support for this event  
has grown significantly over the past few years and we hope that hosting the 
event on a Friday evening will offer more and more brothers the opportunity 
to attend. We also encourage you to bring along sons, grandsons, brothers, 
nephews and cousins that you may want to introduce to the SAE experience. 
Rushing rules at the University have changed and now permit these types 
of events to include rushees. Last year we hosted many of these young men 
for the first time and several of those in attendance are now members of our 
pledge class. It’s clear that the impact of many generations coming together 
provides a powerful and lasting message about the bonds of brotherhood. The 
evening will include a cash bar, heavy appetizers and more. Look for your 
invitation by mail after the first of the year. We hope you’ll make plans now to 
join us on Friday, March 7, 2014.

Founders’ Day 2014 

Jack Campbell and several of today’s  
active members



Founders’ Day Banquet, 1921

Another of the many generations
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ALUMNI NEWS

Our Alumni
Justin Peet, Eminent Chronicler

I recently had the privilege to meet with Brother Jack 
Campbell of the pledge class of 1946. Prior to the meeting, 
I didn’t know exactly where the conversation would  
lead me, but I can say that it was an extremely rewarding 
experience and one I will not forget. Among many topics 
covered, Brother Campbell shared his experiences both 
as an SAE undergraduate and alumnus, and his words 
of wisdom for current undergraduate brothers serve as a 
valuable message for all.

I learned that Jack’s pledge class came along at an important  
time in our history. Like many fraternities during World 
War II, many SAE’s left school to serve in the military 
causing the SAE House to close its doors temporarily. 
However in 1946 the House was reopened, and with so 
many young men returning from the war, the Chapter 
pledged 63 men. As Jack recalls, a little over 40 of them 
remained actively involved initiates and they even 
claimed the title of campus intramural champions two 
years in a row. No doubt, these 40 plus men were a 
pivotal group in helping the Chapter to reach the levels of 
success it still enjoys today. 

Throughout their college years, the pledge class of ’46 
formed a lasting bond that nearly all Lambda Pi pledge 
classes can relate to in some way. In Jack’s case, a group 
of eight of them remained especially close, and made sure 
to schedule regular meetings to keep in touch with one 
another. Today, 57 years after pledging Jack and Brothers 
Willis Polite, and Bill Wenke still continue to visit with 
each other regularly.
 
During his time at UNL, Jack was heavily involved in a  
number of organizations outside of SAE. He was a member  
of the varsity swim team for all four years, and was elected  
team captain in his senior season. He and Eminent Archon 
Rod Lindwall were both members of the Innocents Society 
in 1950 which was rare for any one fraternity to have 
two members in the same class. He was also the business 
manager for the Kosmet Klub. The Kosmet Klub was 
famous for hosting skits on campus that were known for 
being a bit edgy at the time. One member of the Kosmet 
Klub during Jack’s years on campus was none other than 
Johnny Carson, a man whom Jack got to know well 

during his time at the University. As Jack tells it, he never 
knew the onstage persona of Johnny Carson, the young, 
soft-spoken man he knew was the introverted “John Carson.” 

After graduating from the University, Brother Campbell 
remained actively involved with the Lambda Pi Chapter, 
serving as the Chapter Advisor for three years before 
handing over the reins to Eames Irvin. Jack was very 
involved in the House addition of 1968, and enjoys having 
known so many generations of young men as they passed 
through the halls of SAE. Today, he stays involved with 
the Chapter through his attendance at occasions like the 
Alumni event held this year for Homecoming and the 
annual Founder’s Day celebration in the spring. 

When I asked Jack what advice he might give to the current  
undergraduate members of the Chapter, he responded with 
the following words of wisdom. “Your college years will 
be some of the most important of your life because this is 
the time to make lifelong friends as well as a time to shape 
your standards for life. Don’t minimize the value of an 
education, but also realize what you learn in college is just 
the beginning of what you will learn in life. Get involved 
and actively participate in as many activities as possible, 
and focus on the importance of the relationships and 
brotherhood that you will develop as a member of SAE.“

What seemed to begin as a simple meeting over coffee 
turned out to be a lesson in life. I had not expected this 
and my conversation with Jack left me with a sense  
of great satisfaction, knowing I had the chance to meet 
and talk with such a great SAE. I hope that his story will 
inspire many of you as well. 

Phi Alpha, Jack!
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ALUMNI NEWS

Letter Excerpts April 20, 2013
From Brother Hilding “Leonard” Jacobson (NELP ’41)

I am 93 years old as of this month and in good health. We have lived on a golf 
development (above #1 green) for 27 years. I played golf until age 88 when 
I broke a hip and never regained balance. I was called to active duty as a 2nd 
Lieutenant on June 25, 1941. I flew B-25’s in the Pacific, New Guinea and the 
Phillipine Islands. 

Others in my class:

Frank Roth, I last saw him with the Army in Europe with General Patton.

Bill Buchanan was with the Navy and he was a skilled photographer. We lost 
Bill on a Navy recon mission in the Pacific.

James Dewolf left for the Air Corps in the fall of 1940. He was a Major and 
the commanding generals pilot in New Guinea. We spent a day together on the 
crank beat and a ride together in his B-17.

Viscount “Vike” Frances was the younger brother of All-American Sam 
Frances, who came to visit at the House one year. Vike died in a fire in Omaha 
after the war.

Do you have a 
story, photos or 
a perspective to 
share from your 
SAE Experience?

Write us at  
www.sae635.org or 
contact us by mail 
at 3601 Calvert St., 
Ste. 25, Lincoln, NE 
68506

SAE brothers 1941

Update Your Contact 
Information
Now it’s easy. Visit www.sae635.org  
and under the Alumni section, click 
on the “Stay Connected” menu item. 
When you submit your change, we’ll 
also make sure it’s updated with the 
Fraternity Headquarters in Evanston.

E-communications
If you prefer to receive this newsletter  
and most future communications 
electronically, please visit the website  
at www.SAE635.org. Under the  
Alumni section you’ll find the “Stay  
Connected” menu item, under it is  
a contact form. Complete the form,  
including your preferred email 
address, and in the “Other 
Information” section let us know  
you prefer electronic communications.  
Upon receipt of this information, 
we’ll mark your individual record 
as such for the future.

WWW.SAE635.COM
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SAE Nebraska Lambda Pi 
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